Persimmon Group
Modern Slavery Statement
This statement sets out the steps taken by the Persimmon Group during the year ended 31
December 2016 to prevent modern slavery and human trafficking in our business and supply
chains.
Introduction
Persimmon is one of the UK’s leading housebuilders. We are opposed to modern slavery and
human trafficking and take this matter very seriously. We treat all of our stakeholders,
including our employees, workers, subcontractors, and suppliers fairly and with respect and
we will not tolerate illegal practices in our own business or in our supply chain.
Our Organisation
The Persimmon Group has 29 regional housebuilding businesses who build homes across
England, Wales and Scotland. Our Space4 operating business is based near Birmingham and
operates the largest automated manufacturing plant for the production of timber frames and
highly insulated wall panels and roof cassettes in the UK. In addition, we are in the process
of establishing a new brick manufacturing plant in Harworth, Nottinghamshire to provide a
substantial proportion of the Group’s brick requirements.
Policies
We treat all of our stakeholders, including employees, suppliers, subcontractors, business
partners and customers in a fair and respectful manner and uphold all basic human rights.
We have various policies in place setting out how we do this, which are available on our
website.
Our Procedures

Our Own Business
We do not employ any person below the age of 16 in any of our business operations,
including on our sites. As a reputable UK business, we ensure that as a minimum we comply
with all relevant employment legislation, including legislation upholding minimum pay levels,
legally mandated benefits, working conditions and working hours.
We have procedures in place to ensure that each of our businesses checks that all employees
and labour only sub-contractors are eligible to work in the UK. We also have systems in place
to ensure that our businesses adhere to our procedures and legislation. In addition to this,
our Group Risk function conducts regular checks to ensure that these procedures are adhered
to.
Our staff are encouraged to remain vigilant to unethical practices and we have whistleblowing
procedures in place for the reporting of concerns.

Our Suppliers and Subcontractors
All of our suppliers and subcontractors are either UK entities or are UK offices of large
international companies. We look to develop long term and mutually beneficial relationships
with our suppliers, built on respect and honesty.

The majority of the goods we buy are produced either in the UK or in jurisdictions that have
well established frameworks for stakeholder protections. A small proportion of the goods we
purchase or components within goods we buy originate from geographies that do not have
such well established frameworks.
We do not condone the sale and use of materials that have been obtained or manufactured
from an illegal or unauthorised source. Our suppliers must agree to our terms and
conditions, which includes adherence to our Supplier Principles. Our Supplier Principles
specify that all suppliers must comply with all relevant labour related legislation in the
countries in which they operate, including those relating to working hours, employee wages
and benefits, and that our suppliers must not engage in business practices that may be
considered unethical or corrupt.
We have procedures in place to obtain confirmation from our suppliers, particularly those
sourcing goods from countries deemed to be of higher risk that they continue to adhere to
our Supplier Principles. Our Supplier Principles are reviewed regularly.
Steps Taken
During 2016 the Group Risk function conducted a risk assessment of the processes and
procedures in place within our own business and in our supply chain to prevent modern
slavery and human trafficking. This assessment was reviewed by our Risk Committee, which
considered that due to the low level of overseas exposure, our overall risk of non-compliance
with the Act is low.
We will continue to keep our practices and procedures under review.
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